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Introduction to the Workshop

The Linguistic Annotation Workshop (LAW) is organized annually by the Association for Computational Linguistics’ Special Interest Group for Annotation (ACL SIGANN). It provides a forum to facilitate the exchange and propagation of research results concerned with the annotation, manipulation, and exploitation of corpora; work towards harmonisation and interoperability from the perspective of the increasingly large number of tools and frameworks for annotated language resources; and work towards a consensus on all issues crucial to the advancement of the field of corpus annotation. These proceedings include papers that were presented at LAW XIII, held in conjunction with the annual meeting of the Association for Computational Linguistics (ACL) in Florence, Italy, on August 1, 2019.

The series is now in its thirteenth year. The first workshop took place in 2007 at the ACL in Prague. Since then, the LAW has been held every year, consistently drawing substantial participation (both in terms of paper/poster submissions and participation in the actual workshop) providing evidence that the LAW’s overall focus continues to be an important area of interest in the field.

This year’s LAW has received 52 submissions, out of which 28 papers have been accepted to be presented at the workshop, 10 as talks and 18 as posters. In addition to oral and poster paper presentations, LAW XIII also features an invited talk by Rebecca Passonneau and a discussion session.

Our thanks go to SIGANN, our organizing committee, for its continuing organization of the LAW workshops, and to the ACL 2019 workshop chairs for their support. Also, we thank Jet Hoek, the LAW XIII publications chair, for her invaluable help with these proceedings. Most of all, we would like to thank all the authors for submitting their papers to the workshop, and our program committee members for their dedication and their thoughtful reviews.

Special Theme: Marking of information quality in discourse

This special theme considers the marking of information quality in discourse, i.e., annotations that mark how the speaker/writer expresses assessments. These assessments may be explicit and/or implicit in discourse, and may reflect positions, beliefs, opinions, appraisals and/or assessments about written or spoken propositions, for example, how a politician shows in discourse the degree of truthfulness in one of his/her electoral promises, or how a reporter shows his/her degree of belief in what the politician stated. This might include the annotation of devices such as hedges (“Donald claims that the crowd size, if you can really trust him to measure it, was enormous.”), committed belief (“The winners of the contest will be announced tomorrow.”) or attitudes (“It is with great sadness that we have learnt about the death of 6 people in the accident.”).
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Breakfast is served from 7.30am to 9.00am.

08:30–10:00 Session 1

08:30–08:45 Introduction by workshop chairs

08:45–09:45 Invited talk: Rebecca Passonneau

09:45–10:00 Crowdsourced Hedge Term Disambiguation
Morgan Ulinski and Julia Hirschberg

10:00–11:00 Poster session 1
Coffee is served from 10.30-11.00

11:00–12:15 Session 2

11:00–11:20 WiRe57: A Fine-Grained Benchmark for Open Information Extraction
William Lechelle, Fabrizio Gotti and Phillippe Langlais

11:20–11:40 Crowdsourcing Discourse Relation Annotations by a Two-Step Connective Insertion Task
Frances Yung, Vera Demberg and Merel Scholman

11:40–12:00 Annotating and Analyzing the Interactions between Meaning Relations
Darina Gold, Venelin Kovatchev and Torsten Zesch

12:00–12:15 CCGweb: a New Annotation Tool and a First Quadrilingual CCG Treebank
Kilian Evang, Lasha Abzianidze and Johan Bos

12:15–14:00 Lunch break
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14:00–14:20 The Making of the Litkey Corpus, a Richly Annotated Longitudinal Corpus of German Texts Written by Primary School Children
Ronja Laarmann-Quante, Stefanie Dipper and Eva Belke

Sheshera Mysore, Zachary Jensen, Edward Kim, Kevin Huang, Haw-Shiuan Chang, Emma Strubell, Jeffrey Flanigan, Andrew McCallum and Elsa Olivetti

14:40–14:55 Tagging Modality in Oceanic Languages of Melanesia
Annika Tjuka, Lena Weißmann and Kilu von Prince

15:00–16:00 Poster session 2
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16:00–16:40 Session 4

16:00–16:20 Harmonizing Different Lemmatization Strategies for Building a Knowledge Base of Linguistic Resources for Latin
Francesco Mambrini and Marco Passarotti

16:20–16:40 Assessing Back-Translation as a Corpus Generation Strategy for Non-English Tasks: A Study in Reading Comprehension and Word Sense Disambiguation
Fabricio Monsalve, Kervy Rivas Rojas, Marco Antonio Sobrevilla Cabezudo and Arturo Oncevay

16:40–17:40 Discussion / Panel Session
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